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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new concept called active data bitwidth,
which is the effective data length of data bus. By means of
profiling the active data bitwidth dynamically, we present a
novel low-energy memory access technique for on-chip data
memory design. By reducing the redundant access energy
of data memory, our experimental results of two real ap-
plications, show that we can achieve significant energy re-
duction. Compared to the monolithic memory, for JPEG,
52.2%; for MPEG-2 84.2%, the energy reduction is reported.
Compared to the memory banking technique, 12.3% energy
reduction for JPEG and 65.9% for MPEG-2 is reported.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.3 [Computer Systems Organization]: Special-Purpose
and Application-Based Systems

General Terms
Design

1. INTRODUCTION
The advent of new VLSI technologies as well as the ad-

vent of state-of-the-art design techniques such as System-on-
Chips (SoCs) design methodologies has made multi-million
gate chips a reality. Recent embedded SoCs employ core
processors as basic computational units in order to have
highly flexibility for increasing amount of system functional-
ity. However, the highly flexibility causes a waste of energy
consumption which is important design parameter for SoCs
design, especially for battery-powered applications such as
PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants), cellular phones, and
digital cameras. In a word, processors are energy-inefficient
with respect to dedicated architectures[12]. One of the key
issues in the design of energy-efficient processor-based ar-
chitectures for embedded system is the energy consumed
by memory access. Low-power memory organizations can
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greatly reduce the overall energy consumption of the sys-
tem especially for data-dominant applications. Several re-
searchers have pointed out that the energy consumption in
memories can take a dominant fraction on the energy budget
of a whole embedded system for data-dominated applica-
tions[3]. Embedded processor-based systems allow for cus-
tomization of memory configuration based on application-
specific requirements[9]. Memory size and organization can
be tailored to application requirements, and application-
specific memory architectures can be developed to minimize
memory access energy for a given embedded application.
Many energy optimization approaches have specifically

wrestled with the reducing memory energy in SoCs. Far-
rahi et al.[5] studied memory segmentation/portioning prob-
lem to exploit sleep mode operation for minimization of the
average power consumption. Su and Despain[14], Ko et
al.[8], and Shiue and Chakrabatry[13] studied power-efficient
cache organizations. They identified cache sub-banking as
an effective technique to reduce cache power consumption.
Panda and Dutt[10] proposed low-power memory mapping
based on access patterns to reduce the transitions on the
address bus. This work focuses on off-chip memory accesses
in which a significant amount of power is consumed in the
address bus. Coumeri and Thomas[4] presented an envi-
ronment for exploration of low-power on-chip SRAM orga-
nization. Ishihara and Yasuura[7] presented power reduc-
tion technique for instruction memories in application spe-
cific systems. Benini et al.[1] presented design methodology
based on the idea of mapping the most frequently accessed
data onto a small memory which can be placed very close
to the processor. In [2], they also proposed an algorithm
for the automatic partitioning of on-chip SRAM in multiple
banks that can be independently accessed.
In this paper, we present a novel low energy memory

access technique based on dynamically changing effective
width of data, which called Active Data Bitwidth. Our
technique can reduce the redundant access energy of on-chip
data memory by exploring the active data bitwidth of data
which is accessed. We focus on vertical partitioning of on-
chip SRAM bank for low energy consumption. In embedded
systems, the on-chip SRAM is a valid alternative to caches
which well known an architectural optimization technique
for memory design. Caches exploit the principle of local-
ity in memory access patterns[6], and provide a flexible way
to store most frequently accessed memory locations, where
they can be efficiently read and written. However, stor-
ing data into a cache and retrieving data from it is much
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Figure 1: Example of Active Data Bitwidth

more energy consuming than accessing a memory contain-
ing the same amount of data because of cache misses. The
on-chip SRAM is often called Scratch-Pad Memory[11].
In this architecture, the most frequently accessed addresses
are statically mapped onto scratch-pad SRAM to guaran-
tee power and performance efficiency. The main difference
between the scratch-pad SRAM and data cache is that the
SRAM guarantees a single-cycle access time, whereas access
to the cache is subject to cache misses. In addition, scratch-
pad SRAMs are particularly useful in real time embedded
systems for data-intensive applications, where access pat-
terns can be profiled and studied at design time, and where
caches are known to perform suboptimally and to reduce
predictability in real-time performance[2].
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way.

Section 2 describes our motivation. Section 3 presents our
low-energy memory access technique. Experimental results
are shown in Section 4. At last Section 5 concludes our work
and gives the future work.

2. MOTIVATION

2.1 Active Data Bitwidth
A 32-bit processor usually makes an operation using 32-

bit data width. However, for an application, the effective
data width called active data bitwidth, which is exactly used,
sometimes is far less than 32bits. In run time, the data
stored in memory change dynamically, therefore the active
data width of the data also change dynamically.
We determine the active data bitwidth by the following

three cases,

a) remains after deleting the continuous “0” in upper bits

b) remains after deleting the continuous “1” in upper bits

c) remains after changing the continuous “0” to only one
“0”, or remains after changing the continuous “1” to
only one “1”

Figure 1 shows an example of active data bitwidth for
data with 16bits data width. For one system, to define the
active data bitwidth, only one case can be considered. In
our technique, we use c) as the principle to determine the
active data bitwidth. But we can select other case according
to an application.

2.2 Memory Vertical Partitioning for Low En-
ergy

Allocating more or fewer memories has an effect on the
chip area and on the energy consumption of the memory
architecture[9]. Large memories consume more energy per
access than small memories, due to the longer word- and
bit-lines. So the energy consumed by a single large memory
containing all the data is much larger than when the data is
distributed over several smaller memories.
When a single SRAM memory array is partitioned into

several segments for low energy, the most frequently ac-
cessed data block is allocated a small memory in on-chip
SRAM bank partitioning such as [2]. Then, the average
power in accessing the memory hierarchy is decreased, be-
cause a large fraction of accesses is concentrated on a small,
power-efficient memory. These techniques optimized mem-
ory energy by partitioning bit line or called horizontal parti-
tioning. Different with those techniques, we optimize mem-
ory energy by partitioning word line (vertical partitioning),
in which the data are stored in several segments separately
while may be stored in a single memory if also using above
techniques.
Figure 2 shows an example stored in a memory, of which

word line is partitioned into four parts. When the processor
reads the memory, it reads data from the memory by suited
addresses of different segments. Then the read data are put
on data bus after packed (shown in Junction block in Figure
2).
The innovation of this paper is that we present a memory

access technique based on active data bitwidth, using which
the access count of memory is reduced by accessing only
necessary memory segment.
In the example of Figure 2, when a read access is per-

formed, if the data have 10-bit active data bitwidth, only
the two memory segments of lower bits are accessed, and
the data are put on data bus after encoded, which result in
energy reduction of redundant memory access dynamically.
In order to use active data bitwidth, we should store it.

We use a memory called active size recorder, which is set in
select block. Figure 2 shows the example, which needs an
active size recorder with 2-bit ×N size. We need to account
for the energy consumed in the entire partitioned memory
system. i.e., the address, data buses, the active size recorder
and the control signals. These components introduce a no-
negligible overhead on energy consumption that must be
offset by the savings given by our technique. A dynamic
access profile obtained through instruction-level simulation
for an embedded multimedia application shows that the ac-
tive data bitwidth of some 32-bit data are less than 16bits
in most time. This means that the energy overhead caused
by accessing active size recorder is far less than the energy
saving by only accessing the memory segments determined
by active data bitwidth.
When a address of memory is read/written, each memory

segment is controlled as the following,

Read Operation
(R-1) Read an active segment size for the target address addr

from the active size recorder.

(R-2) Read an effective part of data for the target address
addr from memory segments corresponding to the ac-
tive segment size.

(R-3) Lengthen the effective part of data by sign extension
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Figure 2: Memory Partitioning Example

until data bus width.

Write Operation
(W-1) Compute minimum active segment size including ac-

tive data bitwidth of written data to the target address
addr.

(W-2) Write the effective part of data to the target address
addr for memory segments corresponding to the active
segment size.

(W-3) Write the active segment size to the target address
addr of the active size recorder.

For write operation, (W-2), (W-3) can be performed by
parallel process.
Our technique has some overhead of performance (R-1),

but it is less than those techniques by partitioning mem-
ory word line. In fact the overhead of performance induced
by our technique is little. Also, our technique looks like
Asanovic’s dynamic zero compression[15]. Their technique
adds an additional zero indicator bit to each cache byte that
indicates whether the byte contains all zero bits. Our tech-
nique considers not only all zero but also all one. Addition-
ally, we can make data width of a segment into any size.

3. LOW ENERGY MEMORY ACCESS

3.1 Memory Model
Because a static random access memory (SRAM) does

not require additional fabrication steps and dedicated tech-
nology, it can be easily integrated onto the same chip with
the processor and other logic circuits. Therefore, embed-
ded SRAMs are much more common in SoC design than
no-volatile memories and DRAMs.
For memories, we assume that the power dissipated for

charging the global bit line is in proportional to the number
of partitioned segments, and the power dissipated in a single
segment is in proportional to the size of the segment. Under
these assumptions, the memory energy consumption can be
approximated by formula (1), where Nseg , Nword, α, β, and
γ denote the number of segments, the number of words, and
coefficients for each term, respectively.

Emem = α · Nseg + β · Nword

Nseg
+ γ (1)

In formula (1), the first and second terms represent the
energy dissipated for charging the global bit line and the
energy dissipated in a single memory segment respectively.
The last term represents a constant factor in memory energy
consumption. From formula (1), it is easy to derive that the
number of memory segments which minimizes the memory
power consumption is

√
(β/α) · Nword. We generated some

SRAMmodels by Alliance CAD System V er.4.0 with 0.5µm
double metal CMOS technology, and using the SPICE sim-
ulation of these memories with the different configurations,
we obtained the estimation models of SRAM as follows:

er(x) = 24.9 · x · √Nword + 56 [pJ/cycle] (2)

ew(x) = 197 · x · √Nword + 369 [pJ/cycle] (3)

where er and ew express the access energy of memories for
read and write operations respectively. In addition, x is the
bit width of memory and Nword is the number of words.

3.2 Application-Specific Exploration
Using our technique, we can customize data memory by

the profile data of a given application from instruction level
simulator. The customizable parameters are listed as fol-
lows,

• Nseg : the number of memory segments

• bi: the bit width of memory segment i (bi ≥ 1)

The customization must satisfy the formula (4).

Nseg∑
i=1

bi = Dwidth (4)

where Dwidth is the data path width of processor (equal to
data bus width). In this case, the size of active size recorder
is �log2Nseg	 × Nword. Nword is the number of words for
each segment.
The following items are determined based on profile data.

• Naccess: the number of total memory access counts.

• δr(i): the function, which return “1” when it is a read
access, return “0” when it is a write access, for the ith
memory access;

• data(i): the value read or written for the ith memory
access

We perform the application-specific exploration to opti-
mize memory access energy by using the profiled data. The
formula (9) is used as the evaluation model.

Er(i) = δr(i) ·



act(i)∑
j=1

er(bj) + er(brec)


 (5)

Ew(i) = (1− δr(i)) ·



act(i)∑
j=1

ew(bj) + ew(brec)


 (6)

act(i) = min{x|
x∑

j=1

bj ≥ data(i).abw} (7)

brec = �log2 Nseg	 (8)

Etotal =

Naccess∑
i=1

{Er(i) + Ew(i)} (9)
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Table 1: Experimental Results
Our Technique Monolithic Memory Banking

application Nword Er Erec
r total Er total Our Er total Our

Ew Erec
r Ew Saving Ew Saving

mpeg2play 302834 0.75J 0.14J 2.22J 2.3J 14.1J 84.2% 1.08J 6.51J 65.9%
0.59J 0.74J 11.8J 5.43J

ijpeg 917987 3.16J 0.37J 8.65J 5.94J 18.11J 52.2% 4.58J 9.86J 12.3%
4.36J 0.76J 12.17J 5.28J

where Er(i), Ew(i) are the energy for the ith memory read
access and write access respectively. act(i) is the active seg-
ment size of the ith memory access. data(i).abw is the ac-
tive data bitwidth of data(i), brec is bit width of active size
recorder.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We present some exploration results on several embedded

application programs. Our target is to customize memory
suitable to a given application.
Table 1 shows the results of the experiments employed our

low-energy memory design technique based on active data
bitwidth. To illustrate the effectiveness of our technique,
we compare the experimental results to not only monolithic
memory, but also memory designed by banking technique,
which is usually used by most of memory designers for real
embedded system design. We use two real embedded ap-
plications as benchmarks. The profile data are got by us-
ing Simplescalar Simulator, and we used energy model in
section 3.1. In Table 1, the first 4 columns our technique
show the results using our technique. Nword is the number
of words in memory and Er, Ew are the energy consump-
tion for read/write access respectively. Erec

r , Erec
w are the

read/write energy consumption for the active size recorder
respectively. total shows the total energy consumption of
memory. The next 3 columns show the results for mono-
lithic memory, in which our saving means the results using
our technique compared to monolithic one achieved. The
last 3 columns are the results for memory banking technique,
in which our saving means the results using our technique
compared to memory banking technique achieved. Exper-
imental results shows the dramatic energy reduction up to
84.2% compared to the monolithic memory and 65.9% com-
pared to memory banking technique.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel low-energy memory access

technique based on active data bitwidth. By means of profil-
ing the active data bitwidth dynamically, we present a novel
low-energy memory access technique for on-chip data mem-
ory design. By reducing the redundant access energy of data
memory using our technique, the total energy consumption
of memory is decreased drastically. Our experimental re-
sults show that we can achieve significant energy reduction.
Compared to the monolithic memory, for JPEG, 52.2%; for
MPEG-2 84.2%, the energy reduction is reported. Com-
pared to the memory banking technique (horizontal parti-
tioning), 12.3% energy reduction for JPEG and 65.9% for
MPEG-2 is achieved. Future work is to present a new algo-
rithm for customize the memory automatically.
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